
HAVE YOU HEARD  
OF THE MARRIAGE  
BLESSING CEREMONY?
It is a totally new initiative by Rev. and Mrs. Moon, who are 
establishing the standard of True Parents by working beyond 
races and religions to unite all people into God’s family. The 
Marriage Blessing is a cleansing of past mistakes and an 
opportunity to make a new commitment in marriage as a 
blessed family. It starts with the Holy Wine Ceremony. 



WHAT IS THE HOLY WINE?

The Holy Wine is made up of 21 ingredients representing all 
things. It has ingredients that symbolize the love of parents, 
the earth, the seas, and heaven. The Holy Wine contains all the 
essential elements that stand for purity. 

More importantly, we are able to receive this because of the 
victorious foundation of peace made by True Parents. This 
makes it possible for humankind to cut off from the original 
and ancestral sins. By drinking the Holy Wine, we are reborn 
spiritually and physically.

WHAT IS THE SIGNIFICANCE OF  
THE HOLY WINE CEREMONY?

• To understand the Holy Wine in the context of history, the 
condition to become the first Israel is circumcision, and 
the condition to become the second Israel is baptism. The 
condition to become the third Israel is the Holy Wine Ceremony. 

• The original ancestors, who we refer to as Adam and Eve, 
were supposed to become husband and wife with God’s love 
in their hearts, but the order of love was reversed, and they 
consummated their marriage with selfish love. The Holy Wine 
Ceremony restores the order of love to its original state.

• Adam and Eve’s mistake was passed down to us through the 
blood lineage. This ceremony signifies a rebirth that reverses 
that mistake. The woman goes through a process of being 
restored first, then she gives birth to the man. Together, 
husband and wife are engrafted onto the original blood 
lineage of God.



40-DAY REDEDICATION

Your couple can now make a totally new start. You have received 
a Blessing and forgiveness of sin. In order to start this new 
chapter in your life, we invite you to participate in a 40-Day 
Rededication of your marriage. 

During this period of 40-Days, you will not have sex. Instead, 
you will re-learn how love each other as God’s children. You can 
use this time to meditate and pray how to bring God deeper into 
your own heart as God’s son and daughter. We encourage you 
to keep a journal if you like, and keep track of any reflections or 
experiences that you experience. After 40-days you will come 
back together again as husband and wife to (re)consummate 
your marriage with this new blessing. Would you like that?



3-DAY CEREMONY

After completion of the 40-Day Rededication period, you will 
come back together as husband and wife through the 3-Day 
Ceremony. This is a precious experience in which you completely 
eradicate any residue of fallen, selfish love, and re-position your 
relationship with the Heavenly Parent, as God’s true son and 
daughter, and with each other as true husband and wife. 

Couples must time their 3-Day Ceremony so as not to conceive, 
they may need to wait a few extra days before starting this 
ceremony. Please read instructions on how to conduct the 3-Day 
Ceremony.


